
 
 

GAME SUMMARY 

 

GAME 

NUMBER 

TIME GENDER WHITE BLUE FINAL 

SCORE 

BEST SCORER 

WHITE 

BEST SCORER 

BLUE 

M25 2:00 PM MALE TTO BAH    

SCORE BY PERIODS: 

 

TEAM 1ST 

QUARTER 

2ND 

QUARTER 

3RD 

QUARTER 

4TH 

QUARTER 

FINAL 

SCORE 

TTO 3 1 2 3 9 

BAH 3 1 4 1 9 

 

GAME OFFICIALS 

 

REFEREE REFEREE UANA DELEGATE 

BARON (COL) MACIAS (USA) INOUE (USA) 

 

COMMENTS 

 

The first game of the afternoon session was between the teams from Bahamas and the 

host Trinidad and Tobago. The winner of the match would assure the sixth place in the 

preliminary round and play against Colombia in the final day of competition. As it has 

been throughout the whole tournament, Bahamas relied on Sastre (#7) to carry the load of 

the team. He delivered two out of the three Bahamas goals in the first quarter, all from 

the center forward position. Trinidad countered with one extra man and two perimeter 

goals to tie the game at 3. During the second quarter, both teams had their chances to 

score goals from extra man but weren’t able to score. The only goals scored in the quarter 

came from turnovers from each team. The first half ended tied at 4. The third quarter was 

all Bahamas. Sastre (#7) scored two quick goals to put Bahamas ahead. When he wasn’t 

scoring Sastre was able to find the open man twice. Trinidad kept close with very good 

perimeter shooting. The third quarter ended 8-6 in Bahamas favor. With everything on 

the line, Trinidad came back strong and tied the game at 8. Sastre assisted on a goal to 

give his team the lead. This didn’t last too long es Trinidad was able to score on an extra 

man situation and tie the game at 9. With the tie, Trinidad and Tobago was awarded the 

6th place based on the tie breaking rules. Caesar (#11) was their leading scorer with four 

goals. Bahamas will play Peru in the last day of competition. Sastre (#7) was their 

leading scorer with four goals. 

 

 

  



 
 

GAME SUMMARY 

 

GAME 

NUMBER 

TIME GENDER WHITE BLUE FINAL 

SCORE 

BEST SCORER 

WHITE 

BEST SCORER 

BLUE 

M26 3:20 PM MALE USA CAN 19-4 Pulice (#7) 

4 goals 

Merrill (#12) 

2  goals 

SCORE BY PERIODS: 

 

TEAM 1ST 

QUARTER 

2ND 

QUARTER 

3RD 

QUARTER 

4TH 

QUARTER 

FINAL 

SCORE 

USA 6 4 7 2 19 

CAN 1 0 1 2 4 

 

GAME OFFICIALS 

 

REFEREE REFEREE UANA DELEGATE 

CRESCENTE (ARG) VAZQUEZ (PER) KEMAN (CUR) 

 

COMMENTS 

 

United States continued their torrid attack both on offense and in defense, overpowering 

Canada by the score 19-4. Pulice (#7) and the rest of his United States teammates once 

again played a very strong game at both ends of the pool. United States, as we have 

grown used to in this event, played strong man to man defense throughout the whole 

game. One key ingredient in the defensive side of the ball is that no matter who is playing 

and in what position, the intensity level never changes. Canada had their chances in extra 

man but weren’t able to produce goals at the same pace that USA did. USA jumped 

ahead 6-1 in the first quarter and 10-1 at halftime, all but assuring their pass to the gold 

medal game. Canada had 10 extra man opportunities, scoring in only two of those. With 

today’s result, Canada finishes in 4th place of the preliminary round robin action. They 

will go against Argentina for a chance to win the bronze medal. Merrill (#12) led the 

team in scoring with two goals. 

 

  



 
GAME SUMMARY 

 

GAME 

NUMBER 

TIME GENDER WHITE BLUE FINAL 

SCORE 

BEST SCORER 

WHITE 

BEST SCORER 

BLUE 

M27 4:40 PM MALE ARG BRA 7-9 Tianti (#4)  

Setti (#7) 

2 goals 

Lacerda (#10) 

Paula (#12) 

3 goals 

SCORE BY PERIODS: 

TEAM 1ST 

QUARTER 

2ND 

QUARTER 

3RD 

QUARTER 

4TH 

QUARTER 

FINAL 

SCORE 

ARG 2 2 2 1 7 

BRA 4 1 3 1 9 
 

GAME OFFICIALS 

REFEREE REFEREE UANA DELEGATE 

VOLTZ (USA) HOGG (CAN) CULLINGHAM (USA) 
 

COMMENTS 
 

Brazil and Argentina went head to head in the third game of the afternoon session. The 

winner of the game will play United States for the gold medal. Brazil scored first on a 

solid five meter shot. Argentina went right back and got a penalty call in their favor but 

could not capitalize. They came back and scored on a defensive mistake by Brazil. 

Argentina was packing it back with a tight zone defense, not allowing Brazil to put the 

ball inside two meters. A good extra man goal put Brazil ahead, but Argentina countered 

with a six meter shot to tie the game. A five meter and an extra man goal gave Brazil a 

two goal lead at the end of the first quarter. To start the second quarter Argentina had two 

extra man opportunities but couldn’t even get a shot off. They did get a break on a loose 

ball penalty shot which this time they did score to cut the lead to one goal. A five meter 

shot gave Argentina their second consecutive goal, tying the game at four goals apiece. 

Brazil came right back with this bread and butter game, pounding the ball to the center 

forward and getting a penalty shot. With the goal Brazil was able to pull ahead and finish 

the half ahead 5-4. Brazil started the second half with a three meter shot allowed by 

Argentina’s zone defense, increasing their lead to two goals. A counter attack goal for 

Brazil extended their lead to three goals with less that six minutes left in the quarter. 

Brazil just kept getting good opportunities and scoring from them Argentina did score on 

extra man to cut the lead to two goals and be behind 8-6 at the end of the third quarter.  

Neither team was able to score in their first three possessions. Argentina got a lucky 

bounce from a six meter shot and put the ball in the cag to cut the lead to 8-7. In their 

next possession Brazil got an extra man opportunity which they scored, increasing their 

lead to two goals. Argentina had their chances to score from two meters and from extra 

man but to no avail. With the win Brazil now plays USA for the gold medal and 

Argentina will go against Canada for the Bronze. Brazil was led in scoring by Lacerda 

(#10) and Paula (#12) with 3 goals. Argentina was led in scoring by Tianti (#4 and Setti 

(#7) with two goals.  



 
 

GAME SUMMARY 

 

GAME 

NUMBER 

TIME GENDER WHITE BLUE FINAL 

SCORE 

BEST SCORER 

WHITE 

BEST SCORER 

BLUE 

M28 6:00 PM MALE COL PER 20-5                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               Vallejo (#7) 

5 goals 

Rodriguez (#10) 

4 goals 

SCORE BY PERIODS: 

 

TEAM 1ST 

QUARTER 

2ND 

QUARTER 

3RD 

QUARTER 

4TH 

QUARTER 

FINAL 

SCORE 

COL 4 5 4 7 20 

PER 0 1 3 1 5 

 

GAME OFFICIALS 

 

REFEREE REFEREE UANA DELEGATE 

MCCALL (USA) HACKSHAW (TTO) VALOUCHE (CAN) 

 

COMMENTS 

 

The last game of the preliminary round was between South American counterparts 

Colombia and Peru. The winner of this game will ensure 5th place and play for a possible 

fifth spot in the Youth World Championships of 2020. Colombia came out of the gate 

with a lot of passion and with all the intentions of taking away any chance Peru had to 

win the game. The were able to outscore their opponent by 4-0 in the first quarter and 9-1 

at halftime. Colombia employed a very tough man to man defense, one which didn’t 

allow Peru to implement an efficient offensive game. In offense, Colombia used their 

center forward frequently to create ejections that led to extra man goals or scored from 

counter attacks coming from Peru’s turnovers. It was in the second half when Peru was 

able to penetrate Colombia’s defense and score three goals in the third quarter. Colombia 

countered with four of their own plus seven in the last quarter to put away the game for 

good. Colombia was led in scoring by Vallejo (#7) with 5 goals. Rodriguez 9#10) led 

Peru with four goals. During the last day of competition, Colombia will play Trinidad and 

Tobago for 5th – 6th place while Peru will go against Bahamss for 7th – 8th place 

 

 


